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Turkey Creek Revival. - posted by UntoBabes (), on: 2011/1/9 12:01
Dear brothers and sisters,

I recommend this sermon to you all. It has encouraged me greatly and had answered some of the issues that I battled wi
th for long such as the sovereignty of God and the human responsibility. It showed me that revival comes with a cost an
d unless we are willing to pay it. Revival also is opposed by many Christians because not many are able to bear with the
demands of the Spirit upon their conscience to make things right with God. Some see revival times as heavy times they 
can not wait to be over with, while others long for it as the deer for water. Anyway, the sermon is titled " Turkey Creek R
evival" by J D Brodgon. You will find it here on sermonindex. Sorry I don't know how to do the link thing. If you go to "topi
c">>Then "Revival">> click on "Revival history". The sermon is on the second page.

Enjoy and be encouraged. 
God bless. 

Re: Turkey Creek Revival. - posted by learjet, on: 2011/1/9 12:57
Here you go:

https://www.sermonindex.net/modules/mydownloads/viewcat.php?cid=771

Blessings,
Earl J

Re:  - posted by UntoBabes (), on: 2011/1/9 15:34
Ok, could you please show me how you did it.
Thanks.

Re:  - posted by wayneman (), on: 2011/1/9 19:47
Just copy and paste it into your post and it will automatically appear as a hyperlink

Re:  - posted by UntoBabes (), on: 2011/1/10 13:29
thank you wayneman, i tried to do that but it didn't work with me.

Turkey Creek Revival by J.D. Brodgon

Re:  - posted by Giggles (), on: 2011/1/10 13:34
Copy and paste the url itself from the address bar at the top of your browser window.

Re:  - posted by UntoBabes (), on: 2011/1/10 14:33
Thanks Giggles. I got it finally :)
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